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Abstract

We propose ZAP, an algorithm for the distributed channel assignment in cognitive radio (CR) networks. CRs are

capable of identifying underutilized licensed bands of the spectrum, allowing their reuse by secondary users

without interfering with primary users. In this context, efficient channel assignment is challenging as ideally it must

be simple, incur acceptable communication overhead, provide timely response, and be adaptive to accommodate

frequent changes in the network. Another challenge is the optimization of network capacity through interference

minimization. In contrast to related work, ZAP addresses these challenges with a fully distributed approach based

only on local (neighborhood) knowledge, while significantly reducing computational costs and the number of

messages required for channel assignment. Simulations confirm the efficiency of ZAP in terms of (i) the

performance tradeoff between different metrics and (ii) the fast achievement of a suitable assignment solution

regardless of network size and density.
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1. Introduction

The unlicensed portion of the spectrum becomes

increasingly overloaded because of the growing number

of wireless nodes and mobile users. While a small por-

tion of the frequency spectrum is overloaded, a large

part of the frequency spectrum licensed to primary

users is being underutilized or never used at all [1].

Cognitive radios (CRs) [2-4] allow the reuse of under-

utilized portions of the frequency spectrum by second-

ary users (SUs) in a non-interfering manner with

primary users (PUs). To achieve this capability, a CR

should be able to investigate the spectrum applying an

adaptive learning approach based on historical observa-

tions of the channel behavior. Through this investigation

a CR is able to identify white holes, i.e., non-utilized fre-

quency channels in a specific timeslot that are available

for communication. Once the white holes are identified,

the CR should distribute the available non-utilized chan-

nels to similar network nodes in range. This problem,

known as channel assignment, aims at allocating a single

channel to each network link to maximize the network

capacity [5]. The channel assignment problem for

cognitive radio networks (CRNs) has been recently

addressed by both centralized [6] and distributed [7,8]

approaches.

On the one hand, while a centralized approach to the

channel assignment problem in CRNs usually obtains

best results considering solely the utilization of network

capacity, the proposals based on this strategy typically

incur a high communication overhead. Considering that

the channel availability is frequently time-varying, a cen-

tralized approach becomes less efficient because the

information on which this allocation was based may

have already become outdated when the channel assign-

ment solution is defined. On the other hand, distributed

approaches [7,8] to the channel assignment problem in

CRNs provide solutions that are less costly, more fault

tolerant, and more competitive than centralized

approaches in terms of overall results, even if not reach-

ing the best channel assignment. Although such decen-

tralized approaches present promising results, reducing

communication overhead and dealing with frequent

changes in the network are in general disregarded by

them.

An efficient channel assignment algorithm for CRNs

should ideally use the least possible amount of commu-

nication resources to allow CRs to reuse underutilized
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channels by SUs without interfering with PUs. In this

context, providing an efficient channel assignment is

challenging as it requires that it must be simple, incur

acceptable communication overhead, provide timely

response, and be adaptive to accommodate frequent

changes in the network (e.g., because of the PUs resum-

ing operation or node’s mobility). Moreover, achieving a

distributed optimization of the network capacity utiliza-

tion while mitigating the interference can be an addi-

tional challenge.

In this article, we propose the ZAP algorithm provid-

ing a fully distributed channel assignment in CRNs.

ZAP operates in the common control channel (CCC),

which allows avoiding competition between control and

data messages’ exchange. In contrast to related study

(see Section 5), ZAP addresses the afore-mentioned

challenges in channel assignment for CRNs with a fully

distributed approach based only on local (neighborhood)

knowledge. An efficient solution is shown to be achieved

while significantly reducing computational cost, mitigat-

ing the interferences among simultaneous transmissions,

and decreasing the number of exchanged control

messages.

A simulation study confirms the efficiency of ZAP’s

channel assignment in terms of the performance trade-

off between different metrics as compared to both a ran-

dom channel assignment (lower bound) and a

centralized channel assignment (upper bound). Results

show that ZAP outperforms a random channel assign-

ment in about 10% for increasing values of available

channels, network sizes, and network densities. When

compared to the upper bound results of the centralized

approach, ZAP is able to correctly imitate its behavior,

with a decrease of about only 7% in performance for

varying average network densities and network sizes,

and about only 5% for varying number of channels. In

addition, results indicate that the six first interactions of

the ZAP algorithm achieve 99% of the performance that

could be achieved if an infinite number of interactions,

regardless of the network size or network density, were

carried out. Similar performance is perceived even

under 5% of message losses.

This result contributes to a timely response in ZAP as

well as to its scalability. Moreover, as ZAP uses only

local knowledge (neighborhood) of each node, it signifi-

cantly reduces the number of messages as compared to

a centralized algorithm and then makes ZAP network

size independent.

The organization of the article is as follows. In Section

2, the tackled problem is specified and models for CR,

network, and interference are defined. Section 3 pre-

sents the proposed ZAP algorithm. The performance

evaluation results are presented and analyzed in Section

4. In Section 5, related study is discussed. Finally, Sec-

tion 6 concludes the article and discusses future work.

2. The channel assignment problem

This section presents the considered models for CR,

network, and interference, which are used for the pro-

blem specification and proposal definition.

A. CR model

According to the model proposed in [9], the cognitive

cycle consists of four functions for spectrum manage-

ment: sensing, decision, sharing, and mobility. Only the

first two functions (sensing and decision) are directly

related to the problem of assigning channels; therefore,

the other functions (sharing and mobility) will not be

considered in this study.

The sensing function is responsible for the search of

underutilized frequency bands (out-of-band sensing) and

also for the monitoring of bands to be employed in the

communication of the unlicensed node itself (in-band

sensing). The aim is to detect a possible use of the band

by the licensed PUs and then immediately interrupt its

use by the unlicensed SU.

Contrary to the IEEE 802.11 standard [10], in CRNs, it

is assumed that the channels are orthogonal to each

other, so that the frequency bands do not overlap. It is

reasonable to assume that a node initially spends some

time looking for underutilized channels to create a list

of available channels. As soon as the licensed PUs begin

to occupy again some of the available channels, these

channels are removed from the list until only a few

channels (e.g., 2 or 3) remain. At this moment, a new

sensing has to be performed, allowing a new search of

underutilized frequency bands.

The decision function can be divided into three mod-

ules: characterization, selection, and reconfiguration.

Considering channel characteristics (such as interfer-

ence, path loss, error rate, and propagation delay) as

parameters and the historical behavior of PUs, the char-

acterization module has the ranking of channels found

by the sensing function as its aim. The selection module

performs the channel assignment to SU nodes based on

the ranked list provided by the characterization module

and it is the focus of this study. Finally, the reconfigura-

tion module adapts higher layer protocols to the chan-

nel parameters and is beyond the scope of this study.

In terms of equipment, the presence of two radio

interfaces is assumed: one permanently tuned to a CCC

[11] and another able to quickly–compared to the trans-

mission time of frames–switch between channels. The

use of a CCC allows the design of a distributed system

architecture, where no central controller is required. In

the literature, several studies consider a portion of the
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spectrum to be reserved to form a CCC for exchanging

control information [11-13].

B. Network model

The network model considers a wireless mesh network

with wireless and static mesh routers, each one

equipped with a CR. The network is modeled by a net-

work graph, vertices (nodes) of whivh represent CR rou-

ters and the edges represent the links between two

neighboring nodes. As each node has its own list of

available channels, two nodes are considered as neigh-

bors if and only if they are within the communication

range of each other and the intersection of their lists of

available channels is not empty. Nodes are considered

within the range of each other if they can communicate

through the CCC.

C. Interference model

When analyzing a scenario with multiple hops, one of

the factors limiting the performance of the network is

the interference– i.e., two nodes cannot perform suc-

cessful communication if they are using the same chan-

nel at the same time and if they are on the interference

range of each other.

In this study, we adopt a modified model of the two-

hop interference [14], in which two nodes are considered

to be interfering if they are exactly two hops away from

each other. We justify the choice of this model by the

existence of only one radio interface for data communi-

cation, so that a node can communicate with only one of

its neighbors at each given time. We thus consider the

one-hop interference as contention (managed by the

sending of RTS/CTS), which is not possible to be elimi-

nated. It remains to mitigate the maximum interference

at two hops. It is important to remark that this interfer-

ence model is used only to create the interference graph

to perform the channel assignment. Moreover, this inter-

ference model is not used for data communication. The

consideration of data communication at the channel

assignment procedure is left, however, for future study.

We assume, as an input for the distribution, a binary

interference model (two nodes either completely interfere

or do not interfere with each other) where all the links

have the same priority to avoid the interference. It is

worth noting that this may be seen as the worst case to

be considered, i.e., all links generate interference on the

neighbors. In a more realistic scenario, nodes may have

an independent time-varying amount of traffic to be sent,

and do not generate interference all the time.

The links that interfere with each other are repre-

sented using a conflict graph, whose vertices correspond

to links of the network graph and the edges to the pos-

sible interference if the links were using the same

channel.

Figure 1 illustrates the correspondence between a net-

work topology, referred to as a network graph in Figure

1a, and a conflict graph in Figure 1b respecting the

adopted interference model. Note that in Figure 1b, the

links 2-3, 3-4, and 3-6 are not marked as interfering with

each other in the conflict graph because we consider each

node as having only one radio interface for data communi-

cation. More specifically, a node can only communicate

with another single node at the same time, otherwise a

collision will take place. We consider the MAC layer will

be responsible for managing collisions in both the consid-

ered radio interfaces.

D. Problem statement

For small networks that do not show significant varia-

tions (due to node mobility or change in the channel

availability), a suitable approach for channel assignment

is to elect a node as the central decision entity. This

central node receives the information about all the other

nodes, uses a channel allocation function to obtain the

minimum possible interference, and finally sends the

determined channel assignment to all the other nodes.

This, however, is unsuitable for networks with varying

operation conditions.

In the case of CRNs, the main and the first issue to

care about is to not to interfere with the communication

of the PUs [15]. This condition suggests that the set of

available channels is time variant according to the beha-

vior of PUs. As a consequence, the communication net-

work formed by SUs varies according to the behavior of

the PUs. Therefore, the use of a distributed approach is

suitable as messages are only exchanged by nodes

affected by the change in the network. The use of such

an approach derives benefit of the localized nature of

interference.

1
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(a) Network graph

3-4                6-7
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4-53-6
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(b) Conflict graph

Figure 1 Correspondence between network and conflict

graphs.
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Once the channel sensing and characterization process

end, SUs have to allocate a channel for communication

to each link they have with neighbors. More specifically,

the channel assignment problem corresponds to the

selection of a single channel for each link (i.e., for each

vertex of the conflict graph) from those available at the

intersection between the ranked channel lists of the two

nodes involved at the given link. This selection should be

done so that two interfering links (i.e., vertices that have

a common edge in the conflict graph) do not make use of

the same channel.

Since a uniform traffic is assumed on all the links, the

total network interference (Itotal) is defined as the num-

ber of link pairs that interfere with each other, i.e., that

they have the same channel assigned and are connected

by an edge in the conflict graph. To analyze the effi-

ciency of a channel assignment algorithm, we evaluate

the removed interference after the assignment (Iremoved)

with respect to the interference when only one channel

is available (i.e., the maximum interference Imax),

according to the following equation:

Iremoved(%) =
Imax − Itotal

Imax
. (1)

To obtain an efficient channel assignment, the aim

then becomes to maximize the removed interference (Ire-

moved), which results in an increase of the total network

capacity [16].

3. The proposed ZAP algorithm

In this section, we present the ZAP algorithm for

dynamic channel assignment in CRNs. By operating in a

distributed way and above the MAC layer, ZAP requires

only local processing on each node and the exchange of

messages between nearby nodes.

According to the CR model presented in Section 2-A,

the considered node has a radio interface permanently

tuned on a CCC. Thus, when executed by each node,

ZAP messages are exclusively exchanged at the CCC

and never interferes with the node’s data communica-

tion. Once the stopping stage of the channel assignment

is reached, nodes accordingly tune their radio interfaces

permanently used for data communication, to the chan-

nels dictated by ZAP. In this way, the proposed ZAP

protocol aims at mitigating interferences by providing a

suitable channel distribution among neighbor nodes.

ZAP operates through the exchange of two types of

messages: Hello and Interaction messages. Hello

messages are used by SUs to discover the two-hop neigh-

bors (required at the construction of the communication

and conflict graphs) and contains two lists. The first list

contains the IDs of the source node and its neighbors:

We consider that each node is assigned to an ID, which

uniquely identifies it in the network (e.g., node’s MAC

address). The second list contains the channels available

for each of those nodes. On the other hand, Interac-

tion messages are used by each SU to propose a chan-

nel assignment to link with neighbors and to inform

them about the SU priority in the assignment (further

details in Section 3-C). In this way, channel assignments

are first performed locally by each SU according to some

criteria and then sent to its neighbors. Assignments pro-

posed by high-priority SUs are accepted by neighbors

upon the reception of their Interaction messages.

Note that Hello and Interaction messages are

only exchanged through the CCC channel and in paral-

lel to ongoing data communication occurring in the pre-

viously assigned channels. Hence, no additional data

delay is imposed by the Interactions of the ZAP

approach. In addition, the messages are only exchanged

by neighbors affected by the change in the network, and

thus, ZAP incorporates a distributed behavior and

derives benefit of the localized nature of interference. It

is worth noting that no partial solution for the channel

distribution problem is allowed, thus avoiding any ping-

pong effect. In fact, CR nodes shortly interrupt their

data communication and perform frequency channel

changes only after the ZAP algorithm reaches its stop-

ping stage, i.e., after few SU Interactions (as discussed in

Section 3-E). The definition of a stopping stage avoids

the problem of convergence.

In short, the idea behind the ZAP protocol is thus to

find a sub-optimal solution for the channel distribution

problem, which allows stabilizing the channel assign-

ment mechanism, simplifying the tackled problem as

well as limiting processing and time costs, while provid-

ing performance results close to the centralized

approach. To achieve this, ZAP operations based on a

four-state machine shown in Figure 2 are detailed in the

following.

Topology

Manage

(1)

Local

Assignment

(2) Scheduler

(4)

Interaction

Mechanism

(3)
Higher priority, or

"interaction" msg reception

Overflow of TimerI 

or TimerI reloaded

Topology unstable, 

hello message sent, 

or initialization of TimerH

Topology stable

or TimerI on

"interaction" msg sent

hello reception 

(TimerI off) or 

overflow of TimerH

End of local assignment

or topology unstable

Lower priority or

"interaction" msg reception

Figure 2 State diagram of the ZAP algorithm.
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A. State 1: topology manager

The Topology Manager is responsible for keeping the

topology information up-to-date–the network and con-

flict graphs (NetGraph and ConflictGraph, respec-

tively)–as well as the lists of links (LinkList) and

available channels (ChannelList). As long as a stable sce-

nario is not reached, periodic Hello messages are

exchanged between neighboring nodes and the algo-

rithm switches between states 1 and 4 (cf. Figure 2).

When the stability condition is reached, the algorithm

moves to state 2 and ceases the exchange of Hello

messages. State 1 will only be active again in the case of

changes either in the channel availability or in the net-

work topology.

The time interval between two consecutive Hello

messages is given by

TimerH =
Th

2
+ random

[

0,
Th

2

]

, (2)

where Th is the maximum desired value for the time

interval between two consecutive Hello messages and

random[x, y] denotes a uniformly distributed value in

the interval [x, y]. This avoids the synchronization of

message transmissions and thereby minimizes the num-

ber of collisions. Still, we consider that the MAC layer is

responsible for dealing with collisions.

Upon the arrival in state 1, the algorithm checks the

event that triggered this state change. If it was caused

by the reception of a Hello message from a neighbor-

ing node, then the network graph is updated. Otherwise,

if the change was occasioned by the overflow of timer

TimerH, then information stability is verified. If the net-

work graph has remained the same between two conse-

cutive message transmissions, then it is assumed that

the information is stable. Then, TimerH is initialized,

the conflict graph and list of links are built, and the

algorithm flow jumps to state 2. Otherwise (i.e., unstable

information), TimerH is reset and state 4 is activated.

B. State 2: local assignment

The local assignment is responsible for computing a

preliminary channel assignment based on local knowl-

edge of the node. Once this assignment is determined,

the algorithm switches to state 4 and only returns to

state 2 when an Interaction message is received

from a node with higher priority decision.

Algorithm 1 details the procedure for Local Assign-

ment. At the beginning, it creates four lists: L, contain-

ing the links of LinkList yet to be assigned; C,

containing the lists of available channels to each link of

L (obtained from ChannelList); InterferentList, empty to

store interfering links; and AssignedList, containing the

links already assigned of LinkList. As long as there are

still links to be assigned in L, they are selected to be

assigned according to the following criteria, applied

sequentially:

1) the most restrictive link (i.e., the link with the

lowest number of available channels);

2) the link with the highest probability of interfer-

ence (i.e., largest number of edges in the conflict

graph). It is worth noting that through this criterion,

ZAP can operate with conflict graphs generated

through any interference model, only needing the

interference classification among links;

3) the link with the largest sum of degrees of its

nodes (the degree of a node is the number of links

of LinkList in which the node is part of);

4) the lowest link ID (e.g., the lowest MAC address),

i.e., the one on top of L.

We tested several sets of criteria and selected the pre-

viously described order, which presented the best overall

results. In the criterion sequence, a next criterion is

applied only if there is an indecision between two or

more links when applying the previous criterion.

The selected link resulting from the criteria execution

is stored in the variable link and it is removed from the

list L. If there is no available channel for link, it is marked

as interferer and included in InterferentList for later

assignment. A new link is then chosen respecting the

above criteria. Otherwise, if at least one channel is avail-

able, the best channel among the ones available for link is

stored in the variable ch. The classification of channels is

done by the spectrum characterization module, as men-

tioned in Section 2-A. We assume that the channel list is

sorted from the worst to the best channel, so that the

best channel has the highest index. As the next step, the

channel ch is assigned to link in the list AssignedList and

ch is then removed from C in positions indexes of which

correspond to links in L, which are connected to link in

the conflict graph.

Algorithm 1: Local assignment–State 2

Input: LinkList, ConflictGraph

Output: AssignedList

L ¬ links of LinkList yet to be assigned;

AssignedList ¬ links already assigned from LinkList;

while L ≠ ∅ do

select a link according to the criteria and store it

in link;

remove link from L;

if no channel in C is available for link then

insert link in InterferentList;

continue;

end

ch ¬ best channel in C available for link;

assign ch to link in AssignedList;
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foreach l Î L do

if l is neighbor of link in ConflictGraph then

remove ch from C in the position that cor-

responds to l;

end

end

end

foreach link Î InterferentList do

c ¬ channel of ChannelList available for link with

the lowest occurrence among the neighbors of link in

ConflictGraph;

assign c to link in AssignedList;

end

The process is repeated until L has no more links to be

assigned. At this moment, the links that were included in

InterferentList will be assigned in the same order in

which they were added to the list. Again, the variable link

is used to store the link being processed. As the possible

channels for link may have been assigned to another link,

the originally available channels for link must be sought

in ChannelList. Among these channels, the one which

generates minimal interference with the already assigned

links is selected, based on the ConflictGraph and the

AssignedList. At the end, this channel is assigned to link

in AssignedList.

C. State 3: Interaction mechanism

The Interaction mechanism is responsible for merging the

channel assignments proposed by different nodes, based

on the degree of knowledge of the network as a whole that

each node possesses. While the stopping criterion is not

reached, the nodes exchange Interaction messages at

regular intervals, and the algorithm switches between

states 3 and 4 (cf. Figure 2). A vector with three priority

levels is used: (i) to express the degree of local network

knowledge of a node and (ii) to define the order in which

nodes first decide the channel assignment. Such a vector is

represented by the parameters [x, y, z] (as shown in the

example of Figure 3), where

• x describes the total number of 1- and 2-hop links

known by the node;

• y describes the number of 1-hop links known by

the node;

• z describes the lowest node ID (chosen to ensure

deterministic execution).

Figure 3 shows an example of the priority vectors of

the nodes in a network graph. For this network, the des-

cending order of knowledge degree (priority) of the

nodes is: 3, 2, 4, 6, 1, 5, 7. Therefore, node 3 will first

decide the assignment of links 2-3, 3-4, and 4-5; node 2

will decide the assignment of the link 1-2; node 4, the

assignment of 4-5; node 6, the assignment of 6-7; and,

finally, the remaining nodes will just accept the assign-

ments already proposed by other nodes due to their

lower priority.

The Interaction message created by a node consists

of its priority vector and a list with its assignment for the

1-hop links. When the Interaction message is sent,

the information it contains is no longer just a preview and

becomes the assignment used for data communication.

This assignment will only be modified in two situations: (i)

when sending a new Interaction message; or (ii) when

receiving an Interaction message coming from a node

with higher degree of knowledge (priority). In the second

case, the node does not have the permission to modify the

received link assignment that was contained in the mes-

sage and recomputes its channel assignment for the

remaining links accordingly.

Similar to the case of exchanging Hello messages,

again in order to hinder message collisions, the time inter-

val between two consecutive Interaction messages is

given by

TimerI =
Ti

2
+ random

[

0,
Ti

2

]

, (3)

where Ti is the maximum desired value for the time

interval between two consecutive Interaction

messages.

1

2

3

4 6

75

[6 3 3]

[4 2 2]

[2 1 1]

[4 2 6][4 2 4]

[2 1 7][2 1 5]

Figure 3 Network graph illustrating the priority vectors of

each node.
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D. State 4: scheduler

The Scheduler is responsible for responding to the stimuli

internal and external to the node (overflow of timers and

received messages, respectively), and for blocking the pro-

cess in the case of the prolonged absence of these stimuli.

By identifying the received stimulus, state 4 causes the

execution flow to deviate to any of the other states and,

therefore, is called the Scheduler.

The time when an overflow of TimerH occurs is the

moment to send a new Hello message, and the execu-

tion flow jumps to state 1. The flow also shifts to state 1

when receiving a Hello message and in this case,

TimerI must be disabled to interrupt Interactions,

because there were topology changes. If there is an over-

flow of TimerI, a new Interaction message should be

sent and the flow jumps to state 3 after resetting TimerI.

Finally, when an Interaction message is received, the

Scheduler compares the priorities of both the message

and the receiving node. If the message has higher prior-

ity, state 2 is called to recompute the assignment. Other-

wise, the message is ignored and state 4 is maintained.

E. Complexity analysis of the ZAP algorithm

The complexity of the ZAP algorithm is basically related

to the local assignment part (state 2). The other states

do not require a large processing capacity, and therefore

are not considered in the complexity analysis. As we can

see in Algorithm 1, there are two nested loops with |L|

iterations each. Therefore, the local algorithmic com-

plexity of ZAP is O(|L|2), where |L| is the number of

links known by the node. Thus, there are no scalability

constraints from the point of view of the algorithm

complexity as it depends only on the local node density,

thus being independent of the total number of nodes.

In terms of exchanged messages, only the states 1 and 3

have an influence. The Topology Manager requires the

exchange of an average of three messages until the

nodes obtain full knowledge of their two-hop neighbor-

hoods. The Interaction Mechanism dictates the

exchange of a finite number of messages, corresponding

to the established stopping criterion. More specifically,

only six Interactions are required for the stopping criter-

ion to be reached, regardless of the size of the network

or the local node density (cf. Section 4).

4. Performance evaluation

In order to evaluate the ZAP performance, two other

channel assignment methods are implemented for com-

parison purposes: the Centralized Tabu-Based Algorithm

(CTBA) [6] and a random channel attribution method

(RANDOM). We evaluate the performance of channel

assignment by analyzing the percentage of removed

interference achieved by the three considered strategies:

CTBA, ZAP, and RANDOM. CTBA is centralized and

presents minimum interference results, thus it is used as

a reference for the upper bound on channel assignment

performance. The performance evaluation only consid-

ers the first phase of CTBA because the second con-

cerns the representation of communications restrictions

[6], and these restrictions are not necessary to channel

assignment. The RANDOM was designed to choose one

channel for each link by using a uniform random func-

tion to select an available channel. RANDOM assign-

ment incurs minimal cost and was used as a lower

bound on the channel assignment performance in terms

of percentage of removed interference. To simulate

losses, the memoryless Gilbert-Elliot (GE) model [17,18]

is used, as it is able to accurately approximate the beha-

vior of a fading radio channel in burst applications.

Parameters were adjusted so that the GE model yields

5% average packet loss and loss bursts of five packets in

average.

The behavior of PUs was modeled considering an

average inactive time at least ten times larger than the

time needed for the algorithm to reach the stopping cri-

terion. This behavior model does not impact ZAP

results, since ZAP is only applied on channels previously

sensed and characterized as unoccupied by the sensing

function. Nevertheless, the effect caused by a variation

in the number of available channels before ZAP arrives

at the stopping criterion corresponds to the restart of

the ZAP algorithm. The restart impact is irrelevant

when considering this as an exception event. Therefore,

the neighbors and lists of available channels were con-

sidered stable during all the simulated scenarios. Under

these conditions, the removed interference of the ZAP

algorithm was evaluated in four different scenarios: (i)

varying number of available channels; (ii) varying aver-

age link density; (iii) varying number of network nodes;

and (iv) varying stopping criterion. For each scenario,

we generated 1000 random topologies to have, in the

simulation results, a 95% confidence interval that is less

than 1% around the mean.

Figure 4a presents results for random topologies with

100 nodes, mean network link density set to 5 with the

number of available channels varying from 2 to 10. We

considered the stopping criterion fixed at six Interac-

tions–this value is selected from experiments shown in

Figure 4d and discussed later in this section. We

observe that the number of available channels directly

impacts the efficiency of the three considered methods.

As expected, the performance in terms of removed

interference increases with the number of available

channels. ZAP arrives near the upper bound achieved by

CTBA, even when under 5% of losses, and presents bet-

ter results as compared to RANDOM. ZAP performance

tends to level off for a number of available channels lar-

ger than 8. This is an interesting outcome, as it suggests
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that the sensing period may be limited to only search

for up to eight available channels without significant

performance loss. Such a procedure would alleviate the

load of the sensing function and the amount of

demanded resources for the system. Note, however, that

this limit on available channels to be identified is depen-

dent on the local link density, but, for an average link

density between 3 and 7, it can still be considered

enough for ZAP to get results near the upper bound

one. RANDOM assignment shows results whose pattern

matches the function 1 −

1

c
, where c is the number of

available channels.

Figure 4b shows results for networks with 100 nodes,

but the network link density mean is varied between 3

and 7. The scenario starts with 100 nodes in the consid-

ered area. The area is then reduced, increasing the num-

ber of neighbors per node. The number of available

channels was fixed at 5 and, similar to the previous sce-

nario, the stopping criterion was fixed at six Interactions.

As shown in Figure 4b, the RANDOM performance is

independent of network link density. In fact, even with

increasing density, due to a fixed number of nodes and

channels, the percentage of interfering links stay constant

and equals to 20% of the total number of links, as dis-

cussed before. On the other hand, ZAP and CTBA pre-

sent a decrease in their performances in denser

topologies. This behavior is a consequence of a fixed

number of available channels (e.g., 5) combined with an

increasing number of neighbors (i.e., links), leading to an

increasing level of interference.

Figure 4c presents the network expansion effect, with

the number of nodes varying between 10 and 100. To

understand this effect, the average network link density

is considered constant and equal to 5. The area has the

same node density (i.e., if the number of nodes is

increased, the area also will be increased to maintain a

constant average network link density). Similar to the

previous result, the RANDOM performance is indepen-

dent of the number of nodes, remaining dependent only
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Figure 4 Impact on removed interference considering different metrics.
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on the number of channels. CTBA and ZAP have a

decrease in performance between 10 and 40 nodes. This

is because smaller topologies have higher probability of

having some nodes with a high knowledge of the net-

work (i.e., dense nodes). Such knowledge helps us to

decrease the interfering links during the ZAP execution.

Nevertheless, for more than 40 nodes, these methods do

not have a significant variation in the interference

reduction. In fact, large networks also tend to be more

spread, which results in an increasing number of nodes

with similar high densities. This helps us to converge

the results.

Although having the upper bound results, CTBA is

centralized and, consequently, has an exponential com-

munication cost proportional to the number of network

nodes. In contrast, ZAP does not have any scalability

constraints (cf. Section 3-E), since it works in a decen-

tralized way, exchanging messages only with two-hop

neighbors. Moreover, a centralized algorithm needs a

routing protocol or at least a flooding mechanism to

send and receive control messages of the complete net-

work. Therefore, CTBA suffers from all the well-known

scalability constraints of a centralized method, whereas

ZAP achieves relatively close performance without simi-

lar scalability constraints.

Figure 4d shows results for scenarios with 5% of mes-

sage losses, using different random topologies with 100

nodes, 5 available channels, a varying number of network

link densities, and a varying number of ZAP Interactions

(i.e., ZAP’s stopping criterion). It is worth noting that the

number of channels was selected from the results

observed in Figure 4a, in which the five available chan-

nels have shown good performances in terms of removed

interference for all the strategies. We then vary the num-

ber of Interactions to reach the stopping criterion in the

ZAP algorithm for different link densities. We remark

that after six Interactions, performance levels off, without

any significant gain for further Interactions. These results

suggest that a suitable stopping criterion is six Interac-

tions independent of link density. The same performance

level was observed in simulations with network sizes up

to 1000 nodes, though this testing considered only 100

topologies to reduce simulation time (massively increased

by the number of total links). For the sake of clarity on

the graph, we only show results obtained for the 100-

node networks.

It is worth noting that, if less Interactions were used

(e.g., three Interactions in Figure 4d, causing a reduction

from 88 to 85% of removed interference), the side effect

would be the increase of contention to be dealt by the

MAC layer, since nodes will be operating in interfering

channels. Nevertheless, no error preventing the data

communication among nodes will occur. Data communi-

cation would be shortly interrupted to assign nodes to

the new channels only once such three Interactions

were performed, after such three Interactions and com-

munication would continue through a non-optimized

channel distribution. We have, however, shown that

ZAP, although being a localized and distributed

approach, provides results close to the optimized

solution given by the centralized TABU approach (cf.

Figure 4a,b,c).

5. Related work

The channel assignment problem has been largely inves-

tigated in the literature related to multi-radio wireless ad

hoc and mesh networks [19-22]. For instance, the solu-

tions proposed in [20,21] are centralized approaches, and

aim to limit interference while preserving connectivity

[21] or while considering nodes traffic [20]. More com-

plete approaches study the channel assignment problem

in conjunction with the routing problem [19,22].

Although presenting interesting solutions, they disregard

the challenges imposed by CR networks. In fact, the chal-

lenges in performing channel assignment in CRNs arose

from different issues compared with ad hoc and meshed

networks, even though some channel assignment solu-

tions can be found in the literature for these latter type

of networks. In particular, when multi-channels are con-

sidered in mesh or ad hoc networks, they are usually

well-known channels and are a priori defined. Instead,

nodes in CRNs make use of the underutilized portions

(i.e., white holes) of the licensed frequency spectrum as

new communication opportunities. Such communication

opportunities are, however, highly time-variable and are

usually possible only for short periods of time. In addi-

tion, no well-known or a priori-defined set of channels

can be considered. Finally, primary nodes have higher

priorities in the communication process, requiring a con-

stant verification of their presence apart from secondary

nodes. All these factors add a lot of dynamism and,

consequently, new challenges to the channel assignment

problem in CRNs.

The channel assignment problem for CRNs has been

previously addressed by centralized [6] and distributed

[7,8] approaches. Li and Zekavat [7] present different

methods to channel assignment using the CR and clus-

ter techniques. The proposed methods–five in total–

mitigate the need of a central controller and reduce the

overhead of the CRNs. This is achieved by clustering

the CR nodes and electing a cluster-head to drive the

channel assignment on each cluster forming a hierarchi-

cal structure. One of these methods (the fourth one) is

comparable to ZAP as it proposes a channel assignment

based on the interference level. Nevertheless, this

method proposes a random choice of the cluster-head,

and the channel assignment is done using an ascendant

order of the interference level. In ZAP, in contrast, the
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choice of the channels is based on a modified interfer-

ence model to take into account the two-hops neighbor-

hood (Section 2-C) and uses only local knowledge

(neighborhood) in a flat distributed way.

Huang et al. [15] analyze throughput performance

bounds in CRNs. Their aim is to mainly maintain the

protection of the PUs without any degradation of the

throughput performance of the CR nodes. The impact

of the interference is not considered in the throughput

performance of both the PUs and the CR nodes.

Shiang and van der Schaar [8] investigate the manage-

ment problem of multiuser resources in CRNs for delay-

sensitive applications. They propose a distributed algo-

rithm based on local information through the adoption of

a multiagent learning concept (i.e., adaptive fictitious play)

that utilizes the available interference information. In fact,

the proposed channel distribution is based on the learning

of the behavior of PUs and should be repeated for each

changing in such behavior. Hence, there exist a mandatory

information exchange and a special cost to the learning

phase. Moreover, the performance of their proposed study

is dependent on the low variability of applications and net-

work conditions.

ZAP analyzes the interference models to multihop

wireless networks and proposes a distributed proposal

for the channel assignment problem in a CRNs. Our

proposal mitigates the interferences among the two-hop

simultaneous transmissions. ZAP thus achieves an effi-

cient tradeoff compared with centralized and random

strategies, in terms of balancing optimal channel assign-

ment and low communication overhead.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we have proposed the ZAP algorithm to

assign channels in a distributed manner in CR networks.

The main contribution of our proposal is the ZAP capabil-

ity of achieving an efficient channel assignment in a fully

distributed manner only using the local knowledge (neigh-

borhood) of each node, thus incurring a low message over-

head. In this way, ZAP offers an efficient tradeoff in terms

of an optimal channel assignment offered by a centralized

solutions and a reduced message overhead to achieve this

assignment. The results suggest that only after six Interac-

tions, ZAP achieved 99% of the performance reachable if

we had infinite Interactions (independently of the network

size and density), proving the scalability of the proposal.

Further, the ZAP algorithm guarantees a distributed opti-

mization of the network capacity by reducing the number

of interferences.

This proposal opens also possibilities for new future

works. We plan to investigate the following issues: (i) eva-

luation of new parameters to the priority vector; and (ii)

include routing and QoS metrics–weights–in links,

prioritizing the interference mitigation over the higher

weights links.
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